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(54) ELECTRICAL VEHICLE CHARGING SYSTEM  FOR PREVENTING OF SIMULTANEOUS 
CLOSING OF OUTLET CONTACTORS

(57) The invention relates to an electrical vehicle (3)
charging system comprising a plurality of power stages
(1) each configured for providing electrical energy to
charge an electrical vehicle (3), a plurality of outlets (4)
each comprising an outlet switch (5) configured for con-
necting the electrical vehicle (3) to the respective power
stage (1) for charging the electrical vehicle (3), at least
one parallelization switch (7) configured for connecting
at least two power stages (1) in parallel, a guarding wire
(8) running in parallel along a DC path formed by the
outlet switches (5) and the at least one parallelization
switch (7) and comprising a plurality of outlet guarding
switches (10), a plurality of current sensors (11), a plu-
rality of voltage sources (12) and at least one paralleli-
zation guarding switch (13), and a control device (14)
connected to the current sensors (11), whereby each one

voltage source (12), each one current sensor (11) and
each one outlet guarding switch (10) is associated to
each one outlet (4), each one outlet guarding switch (10)
is associated to each one outlet switch (5) such that
switching the outlet switch (5) switches the outlet guard-
ing switch (10), the at least one parallelization guarding
switch (13) is associated to the at least one parallelization
switch (7) such that switching the parallelization switch
(7) switches the parallelization guarding switch (13), each
one voltage source (12) is configured for feeding the
guarding wire (8) and thereby the respective current sen-
sor (11) and the respective outlet guarding switch (10),
and the control device (14) is configured for opening at
least one of the outlet switches (5) and/or the at least one
parallelization switch (7) if at least one of the current sen-
sors (11) measures a current greater zero.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention relates to an electrical vehicle
charging system comprising a plurality of power stages
each configured for providing electrical energy to charge
an electrical vehicle, a plurality of outlets each comprising
an outlet switch configured for connecting the electrical
vehicle to the respective power stage for charging the
electrical vehicle, and at least one parallelization switch
configured for connecting at least two power stages in
parallel. The invention further relates to a respective
method.

Background Art

[0002] Electrical vehicle charging systems are known
from prior art and usually comprise an outlet for connect-
ing an electrical vehicle for charging a battery of the elec-
trical vehicle and a switch for switching on respectively
off the outlet respectively its port. Protection of such elec-
trical vehicle charging systems with multiple outlets and
dynamic power routing against parallel connection of two
or more electrical vehicle batteries is a crucial goal for
maintenance and operation of the electrical vehicle
charging system.
[0003] In case control software fails or direct current,
DC, contactors as switches become welded, the electri-
cal vehicle charging system should detect such event
and prevent shorting a DC bus between battery terminals
of two electrical vehicles. If in case of parallel battery
connection a charging current increases to a level ex-
ceeding a maximum battery current ratings, overloading,
overheating, boiling of the battery, and frequently battery
explosion may happen. Therefore, there is a general
need for DC contactors monitoring and apart from safety
preventing the electrical vehicle and a respective electri-
cal vehicle charging system from any damage, in partic-
ular in order to determine whether the contactor is welded
in such case resulting in an unsafe system.
[0004] Prior art describes various possibilities for weld-
ing detection, for example providing an auxiliary contact,
which is an expensive solution. Alternatively, a leakage
current to protective earth, PE, can be measured, which
is also a complex solution that depends very much on
the environment. Measuring a coil inductance is another
complex and less reliable solution. In sum, there is no
cheap, reliable and continuous solution known from prior
art to detect welded contactors, in order to fulfil safety
requirements, for example in the US and Europe to detect
whether a contactor has a welding fault.

Summary of invention

[0005] It is therefore an object of the invention to pro-
vide an improved solution for detecting paralleling multi-
ple electric vehicles within a distributed switch system.

In particular, an object is to provide an improved solution
for switch monitoring in an electrical vehicle charging sys-
tem in particular in order to determine whether the con-
tactor is welded in such case preventing the system from
damage.
[0006] The object of the invention is solved by the fea-
tures of the independent claims. Preferred embodiments
are described by the dependent claims.
[0007] Thus, the object is solved by an electrical vehi-
cle charging system comprising

a plurality of power stages each configured for pro-
viding electrical energy to charge an electrical vehi-
cle,
a plurality of outlets each comprising an outlet switch
configured for connecting the electrical vehicle to the
respective power stage for charging the electrical
vehicle,
at least one parallelization switch configured for con-
necting at least two power stages in parallel,
a guarding wire running in parallel along a DC path
formed by the outlet switches and the at least one
parallelization switch and comprising a plurality of
outlet guarding switches, a plurality of current sen-
sors, a plurality of voltage sources and at least one
parallelization guarding switch, and
a control device connected to the current sensors,
whereby
each one voltage source, each one current sensor
and each one outlet guarding switch is associated
to each one outlet,
each one outlet guarding switch is associated to
each one outlet switch such that switching the outlet
switch switches the outlet guarding switch,
the at least one parallelization guarding switch is as-
sociated to the at least one parallelization switch
such that switching the parallelization switch switch-
es the parallelization guarding switch,
each one voltage source is configured for feeding
the guarding wire and thereby the respective current
sensor and the respective outlet guarding switch,
and
the control device is configured for opening at least
one of the outlet switches and/or the at least one
parallelization switch if at least one of the current
sensors measures a current greater zero.

[0008] A key point of the invention is therefore to pro-
vide a guarding wire which runs along the DC path formed
by the outlet switches and the at least one parallelization
switch having switches i.e. the plurality of outlet guarding
switches and the at least one parallelization guarding
switch preferably on exactly the same position as in the
DC path respectively as the plurality of outlet switches
and the at least one parallelization switch. At the outlets
the voltage sources ’mimic’ a respective battery of the
electrical vehicle. Such way the guarding wire kind of
’mirrors’ the DC path. If a current is measured in the
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guarding wire this means that there is a current path be-
tween outlets such that the system should go into a fail-
safe state by opening at least one of the outlet switches
and/or the at least one parallelization switch. Thus, the
proposed solution provides a simple, reliant and cost-
effective solution for protecting an electrical vehicle, EV,
charging infrastructure with multiple outlets and dynamic
power routing against an unintended parallel connection
of two or more EV batteries. In case of control software
fails or DC contactors provided within the outlet switches
and/or the at least one parallelization switch get welded,
the proposed system detects such event and prevents
shorting a DC bus defined by the DC path between bat-
tery terminals of two EVs. Thus, the proposed solution
avoids situations, in case of parallel battery connection,
where the current increases to a level exceeding a max-
imum battery current ratings such that overloading, over-
heating and/or boiling of the battery, and frequently bat-
tery explosion is avoided. In other words the invention
provides a solution for paralleling power stages, while
avoiding paralleling outlets being caused for example by
contactor malfunction such as welding or software error.
Each parallelization switch can be configured for con-
necting two power stages in parallel.
[0009] The electrical vehicle charging system can be
generally provided as an electric vehicle supply equip-
ment, EVSE, also referred to as electric vehicle, EV,
charging station, electric recharging point, charging
point, charge point, charge post or electronic charging
station, ECS. The EVSE is an element in an infrastructure
that supplies electric energy for recharging of electric ve-
hicles, including electric cars, neighbourhood electric ve-
hicles and plug-in hybrids, via a charging cable and a
charging connector to the EV. EVSEs usually comply with
standards for electric vehicle fast charging, such as the
so-called Combined Charging System, CCS, protocol ac-
cording to IEC 61851-23 and SAE J1772 standard for
charging electric vehicles both in the US and in the Eu-
ropean Union, EU. The Combined Charging System,
CCS, protocol is a fast charging method for charging elec-
tric vehicles delivering high-voltage direct current via a
charging connector derived from SAE J1772 standard
(IEC Type 1) or IEC Type 2 connector. Automobile man-
ufactures that support CCS include Jaguar, Volkswagen,
General Motors, BMW, Daimler, Ford, FCA, Tesla and
Hyundai. The CSS standard is con-trolled by the so called
CharIN consortium. Besides other protocols such as, for
example, CHAdeMO, as abbreviation of CHArge de
Move, or GB/T, in particular according to 20234.3-2011
standard. The proposed solution can be advantageously
used with even higher charging currents such as or more
than 500A, 600A or 3000A, voltages such as or higher
1000V, 1500V or 3000V and/or in combination with new-
er standards not yet defined requiring higher currents.
[0010] Each power stage may comprise a converter
and/or a transformer connected to an AC, alternating cur-
rent, grid for receiving electrical energy, which is trans-
formed and/or converted to DC, direct current, for charg-

ing the battery of the electrical vehicle. The electric ve-
hicle can be provided as a motor car, a bus, a van, a
truck, a tractor or any other electrically powered vehicle.
Each outlet may comprise an outlet port, to which the
charging cable is connected, for connecting to the elec-
trical vehicle via the charging connector. The outlet may
be arranged distant to the power stage, for example 10
or 30 meters distant. The outlet switch and/or the paral-
lelization switch can be provided as contactor and/or can
be provided within the outlet, in case of the parallelization
switch between two outlets and/or associated to a re-
spective power stage.
[0011] For example, if 5 power stages and 5 respective
outlets are provided, the system may comprise 5 outlet
switches and 4 parallelization switches. Such way, if all
4 parallelization switches are closed, 1 electrical vehicle
can be charged by 5 power stages such wise connected
in parallel. Alternatively, the number of power stages can
be greater than the number of outlets. The guarding wire
can be provided as an ordinary wire, which preferably
runs close to and/or along the complete DC path such
wise ’mimicking’ the DC path. The switches of the guard-
ing wire i.e. the outlet guarding switches and the at least
one parallelization guarding switch can be provided as
contactors and/or are preferably provided on exactly the
same positions than the respective guarding switches
and the at least one parallelization switch. In case of 5
outlet switches and 4 parallelization switches preferably
the same amount i.e. 5 outlet guarding switches and 4
parallelization guarding switches are provided. Feeding
the guarding wire preferably only happens if the respec-
tive DC path of a respective power stage is connected
to an outlet. At that moment the guarding wire can be
driven by the voltage source thereby modelling presence
of the EV battery.
[0012] The guarding wire preferably ’ends’ close to the
outlet port connected to ground. Generally, the guarding
wire does not necessarily need to be connected to
ground. The guarding wire is preferably provided as a 2-
wire bus, where at least one low-impedance voltage driv-
ers as voltage sources may inject a voltage. Such way
ground can be used as second conductor. The voltage
source is preferably provided between ground and the
current sensor, whereby the current sensor is preferably
provided between the voltage source and the guarding
switch. Besides that other configurations are possible.
The control device is preferably provided as a computer-
ized means, whereby a single control device can be as-
sociated to each outlet. Preferably a single control device
is connected to all current sensors. That the at least one
parallelization guarding switch is associated to the at
least one parallelization switch respectively that each one
outlet guarding switch is associated to each one outlet
switch means preferably that a mechanical, logical and/or
electronical connection between the respective switches
exist such that the switches are switched at the same
time together, with a respective delay or a bit earlier in
order to detect a possible malfunction before it actually
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happens. In case a plurality of parallelization switches
exist then preferably a plurality of respectively associated
parallelization guarding switches exist as well.
[0013] In a preferred implementation of the electrical
vehicle charging system the control device is configured
for opening all outlet switches and the at least one par-
allelization switch if at least one of the current sensors
measures a current greater zero. Such way all switches,
for example contactors, are opened for bringing the sys-
tem in a safe state.
[0014] According to a further preferred implementation
of the electrical vehicle charging system the voltage
sources are configured for feeding the guarding wire with
an unique voltage, an unique frequency and/or an unique
duty cycle for each outlet. The voltage sources are con-
figured for feeding the guarding wire using a pseudo ran-
dom bit string, PRBS, generator and/or a real random
generator. In another preferred implementation of the
electrical vehicle charging system the voltage sources
are configurable in regard to the unique voltage, the
unique frequency and/or the unique duty cycle. In order
to detect a current when two voltages sources are con-
nected together, for example due to welded contactors,
the voltage sources may have a unique voltage or other
wave form, preferably with no or low correlation. Such
wise each voltage source may feed an unique DC voltage
level for each outlet, may feed an unique frequency, for
example with 50% duty cycle and/or square wave for
each outlet, and/or may fee an unique duty cycle, for
example with fixed frequency, for each outlet. The unique
voltage source waveform can be set by a hardware ID
switch, for example a DIP or rotary switch.
[0015] In a further preferred implementation of the
electrical vehicle charging system at least the voltage
sources are provided at the outlets. Preferably the volt-
age sources are provided within the outlets and/or close
to an outlet port of the outlets, for mimicking the DC path
and/or the battery in a best manner.
[0016] In another preferred implementation of the elec-
trical vehicle charging system the control device is con-
figured for closing at least one of the outlet switches
and/or the at least one parallelization switch after a pre-
defined timespan. Such switch-on delay avoids switching
the respective switch on in case of a failure. A global
failsafe interlock should could the system in a safe state
before the switches are switched on. The time-span can
be 5s, 10s, 30s, 1min, 5min or 10min, for example.
[0017] In a further preferred implementation of the
electrical vehicle charging system the current sensors
each comprise a filter element and/or a qualifier element.
Depending on which method is used for the unique volt-
age source, some filtering is advantageous. In case of
unique duty cycle or unique frequency, the current output
can be a pulse shape and depends on the overlap of the
two voltage sources.
[0018] In another preferred implementation the electri-
cal vehicle charging system comprises the filter element,
whereby the timespan is greater than a time constant of

the filer element. For making sure that the outlet and par-
allelisation switch never switch on in case of a "collision",
the turn-on delay as pre-defined timespan of the respec-
tive switch is preferably higher than a current filter time
constant together with the failsafe interlock response
time. Furthermore, if a pulse waveform is used, it may
depend on the phase between signals how long it takes
before current is detected. Advantageously higher fre-
quency steps are chosen or duty cycle steps help to
speed up.
[0019] In a further preferred implementation of the
electrical vehicle charging system each one outlet guard-
ing switch is associated to each one outlet switch via an
auxiliary contact and/or a coil of the outlet switch and/or
the at least one parallelization guarding switch is asso-
ciated to the at least one parallelization switch via an
auxiliary contact and/or a coil of the parallelization switch.
Such way the outlet guarding switch and/or the paralleli-
zation guarding switch may not be separate switches but
rather mechanically connected to the respective switch.
[0020] In another preferred implementation of the elec-
trical vehicle charging system each power stage com-
prises a respective converter. The converter is preferably
connected to the transformer and/or to an AC grid for
receiving and converting AC into DC for charging the
electrical vehicle.
[0021] The object is further solved by a guarding meth-
od for an electrical vehicle charging system comprising

a plurality of power stages each configured for pro-
viding electrical energy to charge an electrical vehi-
cle,
a plurality of outlets each comprising an outlet switch
configured for connecting the electrical vehicle to the
respective power stage for charging the electrical
vehicle,
at least one parallelization switch configured for con-
necting at least two power stages in parallel, and
a guarding wire running in parallel along a DC path
formed by the outlet switches and the at least one
parallelization switch and comprising a plurality of
outlet guarding switches, a plurality of current sen-
sors, a plurality of voltage sources and at least one
parallelization guarding switch, whereby
each one voltage source, each one current sensor
and each one outlet guarding switch is associated
to each one outlet,
each one outlet guarding switch is associated to
each one outlet switch such that switching the outlet
switch switches the outlet guarding switch, and
the at least one parallelization guarding switch is as-
sociated to the at least one parallelization switch
such that switching the parallelization switch switch-
es the parallelization guarding switch, comprising
the steps of:

feeding the guarding wire and thereby the re-
spective current sensor and the respective out-
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let guarding switch by the plurality of voltage
sources, and
opening at least one of the outlet switches and/or
the at least one parallelization switch if at least
one of the current sensors measures a current
greater zero.

[0022] If a current is measured in the guarding wire
there is an unwanted current path between different out-
lets so that the system goes into a fail-safe state by open-
ing some or preferably all outlet switches and paralleli-
zation switches.
[0023] In a preferred implementation the method com-
prises the step of opening all outlet switches and the at
least one parallelization switch if at least one of the cur-
rent sensors measures a current greater zero. In another
preferred implementation the method comprises the step
of feeding the guarding wire with an unique voltage, an
unique fre-quency and/or an unique duty cycle for each
outlet.
[0024] In a preferred implementation the method com-
prises the step of configuring the voltage sources in re-
gard to the unique voltage, the unique frequency and/or
the unique duty cycle. In another preferred implementa-
tion the method comprises the step of closing at least
one of the outlet switches and/or the at least one paral-
lelization switch after a pre-defined timespan.
[0025] Further embodiments and advantages of the
method are directly and unambiguously derived by the
person skilled in the art from the system as described
before.

Brief description of drawings

[0026] These and other aspects of the invention will be
apparent from and elucidated with reference to the em-
bodiments described hereinafter.
[0027] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 shows an electrical vehicle charging system
comprising a plurality of power stages and outlets
according to an exemplary embodiment in a sche-
matic view,

Fig. 2 shows an outlet of Fig. 1 in a different sche-
matic view,

Fig. 3 shows the outlet of Fig. 1 in a further different
schematic view, and

Fig. 4 shows a signal measured on the guarding wire
according to an exemplary embodiment in a sche-
matic view.

Description of embodiments

[0028] Fig. 1 shows an electrical vehicle charging sys-
tem according to an exemplary embodiment in a sche-

matic view. The electrical vehicle charging system com-
prises a plurality of power stages 1, referred to as ’Power
Stage 1, Power Stage 2, ... , Power Stage n", which are
each connected to an AC, alternating current, grid, not
shown, for receiving electrical energy. Each power stage
1 comprises a converter 2 for converting AC received
from the AC grid to DC, direct current, for providing elec-
trical energy to charge an electrical vehicle 3.
[0029] The electrical vehicle charging system further
comprises a plurality of outlets 4, whereby each one out-
let 4 is associated to each one power stage 2 and there-
fore electrically connected to the respective converter 2
of the respective power stage 2. Each outlet 4 comprises
an outlet switch 4, which is configured for connecting the
electrical vehicle 3 via an outlet port 6, referred to as ’1,
2, ... , n’ to the respective power stage 1 such that the
electrical vehicle 3 can be charged with electrical energy.
Each outlet 4 further comprises a parallelization switch
7, which is configured for connecting two power stages
1 in parallel such a single electrical vehicle 3 can be
charged via electrical energy received from the respec-
tive parallel connected power stages 1. The n-th outlet 4
may not comprise such parallelization switch 7. The par-
allelization switch 7 can be provided within the outlet 4
as shown in Fig. 1, between the outlet 4 and the power
stage 1 or within the power stage 1, not shown.
[0030] The electrical vehicle charging system even fur-
ther comprises a guarding wire 8, which is basically an
electrical connection such as a cable that runs in parallel
along the complete DC path formed by all outlet switches
5 and all parallelization switches 7, whereby ends of the
guarding wire 8 associated respectively near the outlet
ports 6 are connected to ground. The guarding wire 8 a
plurality of outlet guarding switches 10, a plurality of cur-
rent sensors 11, a plurality of voltage sources 12 and a
plurality of parallelization guarding switches 13. Each one
voltage source 12, each one current sensor 11, each one
outlet guarding switch 10 and each parallelization guard-
ing switch 13, in case present, is associated to each one
outlet 4 i.e. installed arranged and installed within said
outlet 4.
[0031] Specifically, each one outlet guarding switch 10
is associated and therefore installed close to each one
respective outlet switch 5 such that by switching the outlet
switch 5 the respective outlet guarding switch 10 is
switched in parallel. Further, all parallelization guarding
switches 13 are associated and therefore installed close
to each one respective parallelization switch 7 such that
by switching the parallelization switch 7 the respective
parallelization guarding switch 13 is switched in parallel.
Each one voltage source 12 is installed in the current
path between ground and the respective outlet guarding
switch 10, whereby each one current sensor 11 is ar-
ranged in the current path between the respective voltage
source 12 and outlet guarding switch 10 such that each
one voltage source 12 feeds the guarding wire 8 and
thereby the respective current sensor 11 and the respec-
tive outlet guarding switch 10. Such way the guarding
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wire 8 comprises switches 10, 13 on exactly the same
position as the switches 5, 7 in the DC path.
[0032] Finally, the electrical vehicle charging system
comprises a computerized control device 14, which is
electrically connected to all current sensors 11. The con-
trol device 14 measures the current within the guarding
wire 8 via the current sensors 11, and, if at least one of
the current sensors 11 measures a current greater zero,
opens all outlet switches 5 and all parallelization switches
7. If a current greater zero is measure in the guarding
wire 8 a current path has been established between dif-
ferent outlets 4 the electrical vehicle charging system
goes into a fail-safe state by opening all switches 5, 7.
Outlet switches 5, parallelization switches 7, outlet guard-
ing switches 10 and parallelization guarding switches 13
are each provided as contactors, whereby, referring to
Fig. 4, the outlet guarding switch 11 and/or the paralleli-
zation guarding switch 13 can be associated to the outlet
switch 5 and/or the parallelization switch 13 via an aux-
iliary contact 15 and/or a coil 16 of the outlet switch 5
and/or of the parallelization guarding switch 13.
[0033] The guarding wire 8 is fed by the voltage sourc-
es with an unique voltage, an unique frequency and/or
an unique duty cycle for each outlet 4, see Fig. 3. The
unique frequency may comprise 50% duty cycle and a
square wave for each outlet 4. The unique duty cycle
may comprise a fixed frequency for each outlet 4. Each
outlet 4 may comprise a hardware ID switch such as a
Dip or rotary switch for configuring the unique voltage,
an unique frequency and/or an unique duty cycle. There-
by the ID can also be used for node identification. Each
current sensor 11 comprises a filter element 17 and a
qualifier element 18 connected in series between the cur-
rent sensor 11 and the control device 14. Such way in
case unique duty cycle or unique frequency current out-
put is a pulse shape and depends on the overlap of two
voltage sources 11 such that respective filtering is re-
quired.
[0034] A turn-on delay 19 avoids switching on the outlet
switches 5 and the parallelization switches 7 in case of
a failure such that the outlet switches 5 and the paralleli-
zation switches 7 are only closed after a pre-defined time-
span. Thus, in order to make sure that the outlet switches
5 and the parallelization switches 7 never switch on in
case of a "collision", the turn-on delay 19 of the outlet
switches 5 and the parallelization switches 7 must be
higher than a current filter time constant together with a
failsafe interlock response time. If a pulse waveform is
used, it depends on the phase between signals how long
it takes before current is detected. Thus, choosing higher
frequency steps or duty cycle steps per ID helps to speed
up.
[0035] Fig. 4 shows a signal measured on the DC
guarding wire 8. The plot starts where one outlet 4 has
its switches 5, 7 closed. A low frequency voltage source
12 is connected to the guarding wire 8. No current will
flow because there is no other voltage source 12 active
neither there is any other impedance where current can

flow. At a certain point in time "collisions" can be seen.
At the moments where the signal is around the middle,
the voltage sources 12 have opposite signal level and a
current will flow. After some time the current is detected.
The current is the same for both outlets 4 but one of the
outlets 4 detects first and will switch off its own switch 5,
7and so the respective guarding switch 10, 13. In this
example the outlet 4 that starts also detected first as can
be seen in the plot because the frequency has changed.
The second outlet 4 is still connected. In this example
the failsafe interlock was not used for the sake of under-
standing the guarding signal.
[0036] While the invention has been illustrated and de-
scribed in detail in the drawings and foregoing descrip-
tion, such illustration and description are to be considered
illustrative or exemplary and not restrictive; the invention
is not limited to the disclosed embodiments. Other vari-
ations to be disclosed embodiments can be understood
and effected by those skilled in the art in practicing the
claimed invention, from a study of the drawings, the dis-
closure, and the appended claims. In the claims, the word
"comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps,
and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a
plurality. The mere fact that certain measures are recited
in mutually different dependent claims does not indicate
that a combination of these measures cannot be used to
advantage. Any reference signs in the claims should not
be construed as limiting scope.

Reference signs list

[0037]

1 power stage
2 converter
3 electrical vehicle
4 outlet
5 outlet switch
6 outlet port
7 parallelization switch
8 guarding wire
10 outlet guarding switch
11 current sensor
12 voltage source
13 parallelization guarding switch
14 control device
15 auxiliary contact
16 coil
17 filter element
18 qualifier element
19 turn-on delay

Claims

1. Electrical vehicle charging system comprising
a plurality of power stages (1) each configured for
providing electrical energy to charge an electrical ve-
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hicle (3),
a plurality of outlets (4) each comprising an outlet
switch (5) configured for connecting the electrical ve-
hicle (3) to the respective power stage (1) for charg-
ing the electrical vehicle (3),
at least one parallelization switch (7) configured for
connecting at least two power stages (1) in parallel,
a guarding wire (8) running in parallel along a DC
path formed by the outlet switches (5) and the at
least one parallelization switch (7) and comprising a
plurality of outlet guarding switches (10), a plurality
of current sensors (11), a plurality of voltage sources
(12) and at least one parallelization guarding switch
(13), and
a control device (14) connected to the current sen-
sors (11), whereby
each one voltage source (12), each one current sen-
sor (11) and each one outlet guarding switch (10) is
associated to each one outlet (4),
each one outlet guarding switch (10) is associated
to each one outlet switch (5) such that switching the
outlet switch (5) switches the outlet guarding switch
(10),
the at least one parallelization guarding switch (13)
is associated to the at least one parallelization switch
(7) such that switching the parallelization switch (7)
switches the parallelization guarding switch (13),
each one voltage source (12) is configured for feed-
ing the guarding wire (8) and thereby the respective
current sensor (11) and the respective outlet guard-
ing switch (10), and
the control device (14) is configured for opening at
least one of the outlet switches (5) and/or the at least
one parallelization switch (7) if at least one of the
current sensors (11) measures a current greater ze-
ro.

2. Electrical vehicle charging system according to the
previous claim, whereby the control device (14) is
configured for opening all outlet switches (5) and the
at least one parallelization switch (7) if at least one
of the current sensors (11) measures a current great-
er zero.

3. Electrical vehicle charging system according to any
of the previous claims, whereby the voltage sources
(12) are configured for feeding the guarding wire (8)
with an unique voltage, an unique frequency, a ran-
dom number generator and/or an unique duty cycle
for each outlet.

4. Electrical vehicle charging system according to the
previous claim, whereby the voltage sources (12)
are configurable in regard to the unique voltage, the
unique frequency and/or the unique duty cycle.

5. Electrical vehicle (3) charging system according to
any of the previous claims, whereby at least the volt-

age sources (12) are provided at the outlets (4).

6. Electrical vehicle charging system according to any
of the previous claims, whereby the control device
(14) is configured for closing at least one of the outlet
switches (5) and/or the at least one parallelization
switch (7) after a pre-defined timespan.

7. Electrical vehicle charging system according to any
of the previous claims, whereby the current sensors
(11) each comprise a filter element (17) and/or a
qualifier element (18).

8. Electrical vehicle charging system according to the
two previous claims, comprising the filter element
(17), whereby the timespan is greater than a time
constant of the filer element (17).

9. Electrical vehicle charging system according to any
of the previous claims, whereby each one outlet
guarding switch (10) is associated to each one outlet
switch (5) via an auxiliary contact (15) and/or a coil
(16) of the outlet switch (5) and/or the at least one
parallelization guarding switch (13) is associated to
the at least one parallelization switch (7) via an aux-
iliary contact (15) and/or a coil (16) of the paralleli-
zation switch (7).

10. Electrical vehicle charging system according to any
of the previous claims, whereby each power stage
(1) comprises a respective converter (2).

11. Guarding method for an electrical vehicle charging
system comprising
a plurality of power stages (1) each configured for
providing electrical energy to charge an electrical ve-
hicle (3),
a plurality of outlets (4) each comprising an outlet
switch (5) configured for connecting the electrical ve-
hicle (3) to the respective power stage (1) for charg-
ing the electrical vehicle (3),
at least one parallelization switch (7) configured for
connecting at least two power stages (1) in parallel,
and
a guarding wire (8) running in parallel along a DC
path formed by the outlet switches (5) and the at
least one parallelization switch (7) and comprising a
plurality of outlet guarding switches (10), a plurality
of current sensors (11), a plurality of voltage sources
(12) and at least one parallelization guarding switch
(13), whereby
each one voltage source (12), each one current sen-
sor (11) and each one outlet guarding switch (10) is
associated to each one outlet (4),
each one outlet guarding switch (10) is associated
to each one outlet switch (5) such that switching the
outlet switch (5) switches the outlet guarding switch
(10), and
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the at least one parallelization guarding switch (13)
is associated to the at least one parallelization switch
(7) such that switching the parallelization switch (7)
switches the parallelization guarding switch (13),
comprising the steps of:

feeding the guarding wire (8) and thereby the
respective current sensor (11) and the respec-
tive outlet guarding switch (10) by the plurality
of voltage sources (12), and
opening at least one of the outlet switches (5)
and/or the at least one parallelization switch (7)
if at least one of the current sensors (11) meas-
ures a current greater zero.

12. Method according to the previous method claim,
comprising the step of:
opening all outlet switches (5) and the at least one
parallelization switch (7) if at least one of the current
sensors (11) measures a current greater zero.

13. Method according to any of the two previous method
claims, comprising the step of:
feeding the guarding wire (8) with an unique voltage,
an unique fre-quency and/or an unique duty cycle
for each outlet.

14. Method according to the previous method claim,
comprising the step of:
configuring the voltage sources (12) in regard to the
unique voltage, the unique frequency and/or the
unique duty cycle.

15. Method according to any of the two previous method
claims, comprising the step of:
closing at least one of the outlet switches (5) and/or
the at least one parallelization switch (7) after a pre-
defined timespan.
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